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I am 37 years old from Chicago, IL no kids born and
raised and l now an Writer and Author who has wrote
yet publish 10 books.
Achievements: I publish and wrote
becoming a screenplay Writer

10 books and
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Actress Dawna Lee Heising has acted in over
60 feature films and is the Vice President of
her mentor Aki Aleong’s Mustard Seed Media
Group. Dawna won Best Shakespearean
Actress for “Dark Classics” at the 2019 LANFA
Film Festival; Best Actress for her role of
Skye in John Reign’s “Finding Purpose: The
Road to Redemption”; Best Actress for her

role as Barbie in Dustin Ferguson’s “Nemesis
5: The New Model” at the 2018 LANFA Film
Festival; and “Actress of the Year” at the
2018 USA Martial Arts Hall of Fame Awards.
Achievements: Dawna is trained in Tang Soo
Do martial arts, kickboxing, ballet and pole
dancing. She is a former Miss Los Angeles
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Chinatown, Ms. World, Ms. Universe, Miss
San Francisco Universe, Miss Orange County
Universe, Miss California Hemisphere and
Mrs. California United States, among many
other titles. She has a B.S. Degree in Business
Management and MBA from Pepperdine
University, and her uncle is legendary
director Tak Fujimoto.
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High school Diploma, Currently a CNA(employed).
Lives in WV Montgomery area, twenty six.
Background is white causation; large family has
four sisters & one brother. Height 5”7, shoe size 7,
7.5, eyes are brown & hair is brown.
Achievements: Experiences. I have had four
jobs total, completed a phlebotomy class of two
months let my license go this year it was too
much up keep for a certification I was not using
considering I took a two months class after to
become a CNA and currently work in the scope of
practice. Status of love life: single.
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I am Jamaican, but have been in the US for the past 7 years.
I currently live in St. Louis, and attend the University of
Missouri- St. Louis. I have family in the STL areas, in other
states in the US, and in Jamaica.
Achievements: My goal for fashion is to express essence
and beauty in the rawest way possible.
My current personal challenge is figuring out what career
path is best for me.

Felesha
Clarke
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Jasmine
Engelland

I live in Park City, MT. I’ve been modeling for 5 years. I enjoy modeling
because it allows me to be myself and be creative in ways I never
thought possible. I have 1 daughter and I’m currently single. My
daughter and I enjoy playing board games together like monopoly
which she’s really good at.
Achievements: I’ve been published in mora modeling magazine
10 times. My goal is to get published in vogue. One of my biggest
achievements was becoming the back cover model in mora modeling
magazine.
A challenge I struggle with is how to market myself correctly.
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I live in Southampton and I’m nearly 34.
I have 3 children and I am a beginner bodybuilder.
I’m originally from a small town called Midhurst in
West Sussex.

Achievements: My goals in life are to show my
children you need to put in the hard work to get
somewhere in life. I am looking into becoming a
personal trainer and I would love to become an
established model.

Kylie
Rushby
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Photo
bymodel from Mississippi. I am 24
I am an experienced fashion
years old, a mom, and very passionate about modeling.
Brian
Fordyce

Achievements: My goal is to be a famous, successful model. I
have worked with many great designers and photographers.
I’ve also been in fashion shows in Tennessee.

ShaPrecious
Tucker
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Brande Pa’trice is an American Pop/
Rap style recording artist, pianist,
and songwriter from Memphis,
TN. Bringing a unique flavour,
Brande enhances the underground
scene with her stage presence by
incorporating her resume of dance
choreography and majorette talents.
Prestigiously, Brande Pa’trice is a
former majorette of Hamilton High
School in Memphis, Tennessee, and
majorette captain of Texas Southern
University “Ocean of Soul Marching
Band”. Though she has been dancing
since the tender age of five. Now a
more seasoned entertainer, Brande
Pa’trice is noted as the Rising New
Artist of Memphis, TN with credited
performances at Super Bowl XXXVIII,
and the Dodge Dress Houston Annual
Fashion Expo 2010-2015 causing
critics to label her the “Queen of
Innovation”. Later expanding her
talents in genres such as Urban, Pop,
R&B and Rap to name a few, Brande
Pa’trice is also the CEO of BrandeWine
Music Group / Entertainment, and
simultaneous owner of Brande
Pa’trice™ Publishing as an existing
current BMI member.

Brandi
Williams
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Achievements: Her goal is to
complete her own world tour as a
rebidding artist and baton twirler.
Brande twirler for SuperBowl XXXVIII
with Janet Jackson, been featured on
Maybelline for “Born With It”, she’s
been on the hit show, “Bring It” on
Lifetime Network, and she’s been
featured in numerous press.
Born February 9, Brande learned that
she could dance naturally, and wasn’t
camera shy at the age of four. Brande
had been performing her own
shows in her backyard, school, and
any place that she could. She loved
being in front of the camera all of
the time. There was never a holiday
or moment, for that matter, she let
pass by without her dancing, singing,
or simply being known. She also took
vocal lessons, sung with numerous
choirs, and also trained with other
singers and vocal groups. She earned
a business and majorette scholarship
to Texas Southern University by live
auditioning. Some of her inspirations
are James Brown, Kendrick Lamar,
Usher, and MC Hammer just to name
a few. Business mogul, artist, and
fashion designer, Sean Combs is
one of her idols that she emulates
and strives to be like. She was noted
Music Business Student of the Year in
Houston, Texas.
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Director, writer, and actress I’m working on
Christmas Slasher that I directed and wrote
Achievements:
Christmas slasher plot
When a couple old friends decide to get
together for Christmas break they get a
holiday that’s neither relaxing nor jolly; an
undead reindeer has set Mr. and Mrs. Clause
on a murderous rampage of revenge- with
the entire group as the target.
As the group struggles to stay alive and
figure out what put them on Santa’s Murder
List, feelings run high and love triangles
are revealed. However, it will take more
than love and Christmas cheer to stop
the killing. During a fight for survival, the
question remains- who killed Rudolph?
The Christmas Slasher, which has been
approved as a sag short project, brings a
horror twist to classic characters including
Santa Clause, Rudolph, and Mrs. Clause
while also adding a psychological element
into the mix. The main character, Alita
Clause, becomes not only the sole witness
but also a murder suspect and the audience
are left questioning exactly how much of
what they see is real.
This are my bio, script, synopsis, and other
details of Christmas Slasher attachment
and Indiegogo link
Bio and company info
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Destiny
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I feel like I have already lived a full life.
I’ve been involved in acting, directing,
and dance from Texas to Minnesota and
I am constantly looking toward my next
adventure. Born to Norma L (Sauceda) Soria
and Luis L Soria, I lived a fairly normal life in
Savannah Georgia. Then at the tender age
of nine years, my parents divorced causing
some pain for me as I was separated from
my father. My mother would eventually
remarry to Wesley V. Nelson when I was 13.
I proudly describe myself as an “army
brat,” because I have many family
members who have served in the military,
including both my father and stepfather.
In fact, being a child of military parents
meant I would become somewhat of a
globe-trotter; I called Frankfurt, Germany
my home for almost half of my life. This
global experience has given me a unique
perspective on my craft that few possess.
As a teenager, I also began learning martial
arts from my stepfather, Wesley. By the
time I was fifteen years old, I was already
learning how to high kick and bring larger
men to the ground.
Unfortunately, like many rebellious teens, I
was having problems with my mother and,
with our relationship strained, I decided
that I wanted another place to live. Around
my 16th birthday, I moved to San Antonio,
Texas to live with my father and brother,
both of whom have continued to be an
integral part of my life.
It was during this time that I learned about
my Native American roots, specifically the
Kickapoo tribes and the ancient Mayans. As
I learned more about my family history, I
was filled with a surge of great pride for my

nation and I felt more connected with the
Earth, the spirits, and my people. I feel that
the Universe brought me these blessings.
In reality, acting saved me. At the age of 24,
I was ready to start this new chapter in life
and I decided that I was going headfirst.
Acting allowed me to share with others,
to speak up, to challenge my shyness and
to pursue my dreams. As an actress, I was
able to memorize much more information
and my speech gradually became more
refined. My new efforts led me to the
acting school, John Robert Powers (JRP) in
Bloomington, Minnesota where I received
further instructions from the best in the
industry. It was these lessons that paved
the way for my success in acting as I honed
my expressions, improved my skills and
started my ascent as a rising star.
Has it been a smooth road?
The road’s actually been pretty bumpy.
Not even a year ago, I lost my mother to
breast cancer. Within a week, my bunny,
who had been a great comfort to me for
six years, passed away as well. Then, my
uncle passed away after I got in a serious
car accident from a company truck last
year. There’s been a lot of grief and loss,
but I have kept going and kept working on
my films/photoshoots. I never give up and I
know that they are still with me.
So let’s switch gears a bit and go into the
Lady Destiny Production story. Tell us more
about it.
In addition to working as an actress and
model, I’ve developed other skills; I’m a
photographer, writer, editor, and shoot
videos like reel and films in any genre.
I also give back to fellow artists and models
by putting together great reels for them. I
taught myself how to shoot and edit video
which I now use to help others who are
trying to break in the industry.
Alt response: Between my other
commitments, I’ve taught myself how to
photograph, shoot videos and create films
on a professional level. Having worked
both in front of, and behind, the camera, I
understand both sides of the equation and
want to try to give back by helping others
break into the industry.
Lady Destiny Production is sort of a way
to bring it all together and to realize my
personal artistic aspirations while also
helping fellow actors. We have a few things
in the works already including a film called
To End of the Road.
I am looking at becoming an acting coach
as well.
How do you think the industry will change
over the next decade?
I see myself making more films and working
with others on theirs. Making it to the big
theaters worldwide. And winning awards
for my work.
Even becoming an acting coach for those
that want to be taught on how to act in
projects.
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my tattos are spiritual I am a medium and
a published author where i speak on the
after life so alot of my tattos repersent
the spiritual world rather thats good or
bad.
Achievements: I’ve known tatman for
a while now and i started my tattoos in
2014 he has done well with me as a client
but he does have students who are under
his traning and i’ve allowed two of them
to place a tatoo on me as well. A young
man name Raven is very good
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My name is Chyna Mitchell. I live in tamarac,Florida.I am a model by a model agency.I
have had experience having photoshoots from different photographers and modeled
for a few of their websites and I have been in several magazines.I like to sing,dance,read
and go shopping in my spare time.
Achievements: I have okay experience in modeling I have did photoshoots with
photographers,I have been in a few websites and I have been in several magazines...I'm
interested in getting more model work...
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Achievements: Jill Maria was shocked to
see that an icon of her’s, Rose McGowan
commented in support of her sharing her
truth about some of the struggles being
an actor in a recent article out of the U.K..
The new platform February’s Dog which
supports mental health awareness and
Females In Film inspired her on a path of
being athletic and sharing more with her
fans about what she goes through being an
actor.
Jill has had over 11 years of indie makeup
artistry, acting, producing and media,
experience. The rising Romanian Jewish
born talent is a proud new CSFI member,
Canadian Academy Member and WIFTA (
Women in Film) member.
Jill Maria is most known for her principle
acting role as Vivie, on the Calgary TV series
“Go Fish” by Zulie Alnahas on Amazon Prime
(2015), with 1.2 million views. She has been
seen on, Interstellar, Hot Box by Brandon
Rhiness and Julie-Anne Whelan on Amazon
Prime, CBC’s Fortunate Son, Young Drunk
Punk, Klondike by Discovery, Extremity
(2108) on Shudder, Mountain Men, Jasmine
Road, and I’m Here With commercials by
her visual artist Jordan Gooden who is her
red carpet cast mate from multiple projects.
Most recently Jill Maria is promoting
four projects right now; Paul J. Chinook’s
February’s Dog, Moments In Spacetime by
Patty Cowden, Assassins League series by
Cory Smith and Miracle In East Texas by
Kevin & Sam Sorbo.

Jill Maria likes to use her platform to
speak out about work place conduct and
encouraging respect and equaltiy among
all people in the film industry. She enjoys
speaking about mental health awareness
with the February’s Dog movie platform.
Her long term goals are to support and
meet her bio family of over 14 in Romania.
Develop and film a documentary going to
Romania and supporting a women in need
charity, with her Romanian documentary
friend Daniela Cupse Apostoaei of Destiny
Predictions.
Along with her acting dreams she does PR
for artists, photos, writing, most recently
reiki classes with Natasha Mott and acting
classes with Universal Talent Film School
during the lock down.
It’s been a tough but busy year for Jill Maria
while she focused on her film career and
travelled to film. She feels she is coming
into her own as an artist and enjoying
creating her own projects with Typhoon TV!
Jill is seen on screen on multiple Netlfix’s
projects. She is focusing on her acting dream
right now. Jill debut’s-speaking online for
the women of Self Love Renovation Group
on May, 23rd!
See Jill acting on Amazon Prime, Shudder,
Youtube, and her supporting roles to come
in theatres in 2021!

Jill
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